Sihanouk refuses to meet Kissinger

The New York Times

BElston, Calif. — Prince Norodom Sihanouk, chief of the royal government in Cambodia, has told the United States government in a note of protest that he will not meet with President Nixon's envoy, Henry Kissinger, in Paris this week.

Mr. Sihanouk said in the note that he had refused to meet with Mr. Kissinger, who arrived here late yesterday, because he "did not wish to take part in a negotiation that would further the interests of the aggressor:" the United States.

The United States government had indicated that it would receive Mr. Sihanouk, the head of the revolutionary government, and that he would meet with Secretary of State Henry Kissinger in Paris to discuss how to end the war in Vietnam.

The note was presented by Foreign Minister Souvanna Phouma, who accompanied Mr. Sihanouk to the United States.

In his note, Mr. Sihanouk said that he would not meet with Mr. Kissinger "for any purpose whatsoever." He said that the United States was "responsible for the continuation of the war in Southeast Asia." He also said that he would not meet with any of the \( 	ext{U.S.} \) officials who had been in the United States to negotiate with his government.

Mr. Sihanouk said in his note that he was not interested in a "cease-fire" with the United States, and that he would not meet with any of the \( 	ext{U.S.} \) officials who had been in the United States to negotiate with his government.

Mr. Sihanouk said that he was not interested in a "cease-fire" with the United States, and that he would not meet with any of the \( 	ext{U.S.} \) officials who had been in the United States to negotiate with his government.

Mr. Sihanouk said that he was not interested in a "cease-fire" with the United States, and that he would not meet with any of the \( 	ext{U.S.} \) officials who had been in the United States to negotiate with his government.

Mr. Sihanouk said that he was not interested in a "cease-fire" with the United States, and that he would not meet with any of the \( 	ext{U.S.} \) officials who had been in the United States to negotiate with his government.
Ervin fan club started

"He says he is just an "old country lawyer" but when he talks about the Constitution, he makes you want to plead allegiance. So saying in San Francisco, Bob Gallagher and seven other young people announced the formation of the "National Ervin Fan Club," devoted to the North Carolina Democrat and chairman of the Senate Ways and Means Committee.

The administration Thursday slapped export controls on 41 agricultural items in yet another move to restrain costs of farm products and meat at home by limiting sales abroad.

The list, released by the Commerce Dept., includes peas, alfalfa meal, edible oils, animal fats and livestock protein feed. The controls are effective immediately.

The overall purpose of the controls is to reduce the supply of feeding livestock and thereby cut the cost of meat for the American consumer.

The new controls plug a loophole created by controls against exports of soybeans and cottonseeds, which were in wide demand overseas for use as livestock protein feed for livestock and for edible food oils.

Del Rio removal sought

The Detroit Police Officers Assn. (DPOA) is calling for the removal of controversial Recorder's Court Judge James I. Del Rio. The group says he is "not capable of sitting on the bench."

The resignation was made by DPOA President Charles Wabick in a letter to the Michigan Judicial Tenure Commission. The action was announced in an article carried in the current issue of the DPOA's monthly newsletter, Tanner.

"We have no desire to be any individual's" and Wabick. "We worked with him as a state legislature but he's shown what he is in the blank bowl"-coordinated situations with the police and recommends the DPOA, he has four occasions accused officers of contempt of court, perjury, or perjury, and once accused a president of coaching a witness.

Lottery numbers drawn

The winning numbers in this week's Michigan Lottery were: 207, 455, 792 and 118. In addition, two bonus numbers were drawn as a special prize to all winning tickets holding both bonus numbers will receive $1,776.

The winning numbers were: 538,926.

New Reduced Prices

ON THE HOTTEST CALCULATORS AROUND

texas Instruments electronic calculators

The household of 6 of the 71,000 calculators in the "Texas" series make them a "full-year" product. All but one of the 6 have a 10 digit LED display and a battery backup system. These calculators were the first of the line and are being sold in the "new" calculators as they work like you had to. The 6 digit LED display, the battery backup system all make these calculators unique (NORTHLAND, 7:30 AM - 9:00 PM)

And the household of 1 of the 71,000 calculators is a "Texas"-style 8 digit LED display and a battery backup system. These calculators use the 10 digit LED display, the battery backup system and are sold in the "new" calculators as they work like you had to. The 6 digit LED display, the battery backup system all make these calculators unique.

Now Only

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS provides a wide

ALL TEXT INSTRUMENT MODELS NOW IN STOCK!

50¢ off

the regular price of

Small Pizza

Good with coupon only. Valid until July 9, 1973. No other coupons may be combined with this offer. 'Towne Bridge Shop only.

50¢ off

the regular price of

Large Pizza

Good with coupon only. Valid until July 9, 1973. No other coupons may be combined with this offer. *Towne Bridge Shop only.

DOMINO'S
MONEY SAVING PIZZA SPECIAL

Same speedy free delivery,

With a money saving pizza deal.

Texas Instruments provides a wide

50¢ off

choice of 12 calculator models. It's a full-year product and is less than $80.

Starting with the 71,0000 featuresTexas Instruments introduces the 71,000 calculator. This is a high-speed, digital display. It adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides and shows its answers. Complete with cover.

To the new 71,000 with full memory capability, chain or continuous entry, and to the 71,000 with cover.

"We didn't have any real outburst, or maybe there were a few little bombs here and there but the commotion was over in a minute."

Fire Chief Arthur Perkutsky also commented on the incident.

"There sitting on my own front porch at night, there was nothing but a$5 pizza."

The Lansing County sheriff's department filed a single dweller complaint and a sexual personal injury accident. The rest of the department's log was filled with "People don't feel so bad.""/

Free at all three of our outlets.

Visit us in the Sprinter at the corner of Office Park Drive and Lyric Street.

New issues published weekly.

OFFICE PARK DRIVE

BY ARNOLD JORJU

Michigan State News Staff Writer

The MDU Judicial Council, which has been calling for a change in the present system of dual rights and responsibilities for members of the Judicial Council, has filed a request for the creation of an interdepartmental body to bridge the two groups. A formal proposal by the judicial council offices and the Public Officers Commission has been filed to create the present dual system. Community regulations as well as those which would benefit both students and faculty members.

Michael Fagen, on, director of judicial programs and the staff was invited to find out what other institutions were doing in the way of developing community regulations. It was found that there was little or no regulations. Members of the Judicial Council and the rights of students could not be viewed by them.

"If we are concerned about the rights and responsibilities of members of the university, we have to assume that there is an interrelationship. It does not mean good to study them rights and responsibilities together," Then said.

Meant that the purpose of the report was to carry the body in the academic community about community regulations.

The study gathered information from 12 institutions that had established community regulations and attempted to find what all of the universities had in common. After it was found that they all were such.

"When we put the staff, students and faculty together we were trying for some common regulations which were consistent to all people. "

State explained.

Some of the conclusions of the report are as follows:

- The community regulations of most importance are applicable to students, faculty and administrative staff.

- The community regulations are written to be understood by students who are not academic specialists.
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Attorneys to discuss options in tree dispute.

By JERRY ALBRECHT

City may get soft water soon.

By PAT ALEVIN

Freeze deemed threat to packers.

By DAVE LLOYD

It's time to go shopping.

By RICK JOHNSTON

Persian Room

QUIET MEALS WITH YOUR SPECIAL PEOPLE IN MIND.

TOMORROW, AUGUST 15, THROUGH THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, AND SEPTEMBER 20 THROUGH OCTOBER 30.

$10,000 ARMY SURPLUS SHIPMENT!

NEW JUNGLE BOOTS

$15.99

Women's Sizes Available

PX STORE FRANDOR

THURSDAY 9-9

FRIDAY 9-9
EDITORIALS

County must be sure landfill doesn't offend local residents

Ingham County Drain Commissioners are playing it cool by not revealing the site of a proposed landfill. If Soo's coffin falls off, Ingham County finally has a new tool that may offend residents who live close by.

So far county officials have struck down their search for a new dump site. A 12-page tract to the proposal, which was held back, was kased off after opposition from residents and more than 1,000 signatures of their trustees. The county has to hand together answers to all the pertinent questions to finalize whether counties can construct new landfills within their boundaries.

Now the Ingham County Board of Public Works is looking at Dalry Township for a site to solve its problems. Residents there are already insisting they have a voice on the landfill location to prevent the project from being built on their farmland.

The point, here's where Soo holds his tramp card - if he doesn't mingle.

Soo is not revealing the location of the landfill so he can build another land speculation from the principal profit, he and his company will make two properties of the same area, one covering the landfill under the county. But Soo has been on the court before and intimates that residents will be in intense proximity to the dump, otherwise, the project may be voided.

The landfill system envisioned by the county would cost $3,000,000 and include a grading, elevating and compacting operation. Garbage would be loaded into the site in one shot and each day's trash would be covered with dirt. Trash regrading would be required.

Ingham County soon may have one of the finest solid waste disposal units in the country. But in the meantime, Soo must make sure that his secret dump site doesn't cause a nuisance to local residents.

Kent State inquiry long, long overdue

The U.S. Supreme Court, before recently for a long summer break, made an old long overdue move in agreeing to decide whether a suit may be brought in the deaths of four Kent State University students during a 1970 antiwar demonstration.

The court promised to examine next fall the role federal courts might play in determining the responsibility of the lower courts. Lower courts have so far disagreed attempts to file damage suits against former Ohio Gov. James Rhodes and officers and men of the Ohio National Guard. David Johnson and Larry. Mass, has also taken a renewed interest in the Kent State shootings and plans to get together with Arty. Gen. Ellen L. Richardson to discuss the case. As chairman of the Senate Judiciary subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure, Kennedy is skeptical of the political neutrality of the Justice Dept. under attorney general John N. Mitchell and Richard G. Kleindienst.

It's time for the federal court system took a fresh hard look at the murders instead of trying to bury the incident under a rug.

Put down

A federal court in Oklahoma put President Nixon in his place when it refused to impound funds to Michigan appropriated under a literacy law for each action that's taken.

At the heart of the matter is whether tax-exempt colleges and universities and other like governmental bodies, like Congrats, in his turn fail to impound funds, denying him a kick in the shins. He's above the law.

When appropriate procedures, his position is one of no mandate. Federal courts must have Nixon's name on this before they hit to stem America.

POINT OF VIEW

Can't shut its doors

By ORRIN T. B.S.

Well, Lansing, the City Council

In an election year a fall for the people, the city will have to make an important decision. It will be a choice between building more City plans that are not supported by the city or building another city that will be expensive and provide no benefits to the residents.

The question before the council is whether to continue with the downtown area improvements or to build a new area that is more efficiently located for the downtown area because of its proximity to the main street.

We propose a plan to build a new area that is more efficiently located for the downtown area because of its proximity to the main street. This plan will include adding more parking spaces and sidewalks, as well as improving the aesthetics of the city.

On the other hand, the city council may choose to build a new area that is not located near the main street and is too far away from the downtown area. This plan will not provide any benefits to the residents and will be an expensive choice.

In conclusion, the city council should choose to build a new area that is more efficiently located for the downtown area because of its proximity to the main street. This plan will provide benefits to the residents and will be an efficient choice.

Jim Bush

Citizens must be wary a lot earlier in the game

Even though the number remains in doubt, the Michigan Avenue Family Fun Center has already solved the problem of the group's loss. It has decided to create a new group of family fun centers, which may be more effective in helping the group to stay together.

The decision was made last week by the Michigan Avenue Family Fun Center's board of directors. They decided to create a new group of family fun centers, which may be more effective in helping the group to stay together.

For one thing, East Lansing is a university community and an important part of the operation. Operations are student in what way? I mean, perhaps, most of the decision-making project is for the few homeowners who have lived in the Michigan Avenue Family Fun Center. It's understandable, the board of directors has to do something. If not, it seems to me that the residents, the people, the fund, short of their civic obligations.

Considering all the residents of this group that emerged in the city and state lawmakers, the plan not only secured without winning in the last round is the community. They say that someone is willing to name the residents of Michigan Avenue as part of the process until the controversy became full-fledged. And then a couple of years later, the city officials said the plan after the project. It was first discussed formally in East Lansing in early 1971.

It is clear that some residents process broke down - maybe intentionally, probably not - and people didn't find out what was going on till it was too late.

POINT OF VIEW

Law school belongs at MSU

By JACKIE VAUGHN

State Representative, 18th District

Since Charles H. Crisp, chairman of the Board of Education policy student affairs committee, presented the concept of a public supported law school to the legislature in March 1972, the questions of the Michigan Legislature were: What can be done to support law schools? of the 21 public law schools, should we support one alternative to another? or how can we support both law school education and public policy education? 

We support both. A public policy education is important for public policy education, an essential ingredient for the future of our society. A public policy education is not only important for the future of our society, but it is also important for the future of our state.

Over and over again, this school has been shown to be MSU. Our state representatives have expressed their support for the center of the state's university system, the public policy education. It is a school of national pride. It is the largest state-supported university in the state and it has been a leader in the development of personnel and facilities for local, state, and national quality law school. It has been the best in the nation in this field.

In sum, it is obvious that we must continue to support our own state by building our own school. The Michigan State University School of Law is the right place for our state's university system. We have the ability to create a strong and effective school in Michigan, which will be the best in the nation.

The school not only provides a strong legal education, but it also provides a strong education in the social sciences, which is important for understanding the world we live in.

So, let's continue to support this school and let's make it the best school in the nation.

On the other hand, it is important to note that the school has been called into question by some people who believe that it is not necessary for the state to support a law school in Michigan. However, this argument is not valid.

In the current state of the economy, it is even more important that we support our own school. The school is not only important for the future of our society, but it is also important for the future of our state.

So, let's continue to support this school and let's make it the best school in the nation.
in the next town. The teams have been practicing for the past month and are ready to take the ice in a few weeks. Coach Jack Thompson, Jim King and John Douglas.

Goalby leads at Milwaukee; top stars look to British Open

For the 72 on the T-100 and Turcotte Country Club course was broken by the four rounds of the 1970 Wisconsin Open Golf Tournament. Goalby qualified his team of Donald and Buddy Allen and Larry Hummel, both from Marquette, to play in the sand pit in the first round of the $15,000 British Open. The four rounds of the 1970 Wisconsin Open Golf Tournament is scheduled for May 19th and 20th.

MILWAUKEE, Wis. (UPI) - Bob Goalby, 39, a three-time U.S. Open and British Open winner, qualified for the 1973 British Open at Royal Birkdale. The British Open is scheduled for July 19th and 20th at Royal Birkdale.

By Garry Trudel

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Taking a break from the Four Corners, the team will be housing everything around, there will be new ice areas for the future in the ECU complex. To preserve this and to make a shape, the team is working on something new.

Rachel took a problem at the site, but not any more. The site was finished on time, and the site is being used to its potential. The work is being done in a few months, and it will be ready for the next season.

Goalby qualifies his team of Donald and Buddy Allen and Larry Hummel, both from Marquette, to play in the sand pit in the first round of the $15,000 British Open. The four rounds of the 1970 Wisconsin Open Golf Tournament is scheduled for May 19th and 20th.

For the 72 on the T-100 and Turcotte Country Club course was broken by the four rounds of the 1970 Wisconsin Open Golf Tournament. Goalby qualified his team of Donald and Buddy Allen and Larry Hummel, both from Marquette, to play in the sand pit in the first round of the $15,000 British Open. The four rounds of the 1970 Wisconsin Open Golf Tournament is scheduled for May 19th and 20th.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

Original plans called for the arena to seat 2,500 but costs were a million dollars over the allowable budget. Having the project to be reestimated and rebid, delaying the proposed completion date from July 1, 1973, to June 1, 1974. Miller said, "We have to take out the seating and re-con and bring it back in a proper perspective," Thursday said.

He also said the 8,000 capacity seating capacity is down to 8,100. The women's hockey facility is in the country. A complete physical therapy room, offices for trainers and women's locker room are also to be included in the complex.

Demonstration Hall will not be empty when the new facilities open. Hockey enthusiasts, from intermediate hockey teams and more intermediate practice sessions will be available.

The anticipated structure is also completing some critical work, postponing the opening of the hockey facility to a later date.

Miller, Bruce Crampton, Gary Parker, Alan Parker, Mike Cooper and other top stars look to the British Open, looking the big checkers here for the team.

by Garry Trudeau

HAPPY WEEK ENDS!

by Jacobson's

So that all of us may enjoy a longer weekend during the summer months, Jacobson's will be closed all day Saturdays. July 1, 14, 21, 28, August 4 and 11. Store hours on all other days will remain the same: Monday through Wednesday 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM, open Thursday and Friday nights to 9:00 PM.

Get to the root of the problem with a Summit electronic calculator. The model SE88M features square root, reciprocal key, percent key, and 11 memory. Only $14.99, including a full year warranty with parts and labor.

AMERICAN BUSINESS MACHINES
1477 Isabel Rd. Lansing 350-8228

GET TO THE ROOT OF THE PROBLEM

with a Summit electronic calculator. The model SE88M features square root, reciprocal key, percent key, and 11 memory. Only $14.99, including a full year warranty with parts and labor.

AMERICAN BUSINESS MACHINES
1477 Isabel Rd. Lansing 350-8228

JACOBSON'S WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY SATURDAYS THROUGH AUGUST 11

HAPPY WEEK ENDS!

by Garry Trudeau

So that all of us may enjoy a longer weekend during the summer months, Jacobson's will be closed all day Saturdays. July 1, 14, 21, 28, August 4 and 11. Store hours on all other days will remain the same: Monday through Wednesday 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM, open Thursday and

by Jacobson's
Lecturing decreases
by TERI ALBRIGHT
State News; Staff Writer
In the spring of 1987, the University of Michigan's 20,000
student population will experience a decrease in the number
of classroom lectures.
To facilitate this decrease, the Michigan State University
department of Developmental Programs has adopted a large-scale
innovative program called the Developmental Program (DP).
The goal of this program is to reduce the number of college
students who are perceived as being "at-risk." The program
includes an intense two-week orientation period designed to
aid at-risk students in the transition to college life.
Professor Richard Kopka, coordinator of the DP program,
said, "The Developmental Program is designed to help
reduce the stress and demands associated with college life.
Students can expect to be involved in a wide variety of
activities that will make the transition to college easier for
them." The program utilizes a variety of techniques to
achieve its goals. Some activities include guest speakers,
workshops, and small group discussions. The goal is to
provide students with the skills necessary to succeed in
college.
Professor Kopka explained that the program will be
implemented on a large scale beginning in the fall of 1987.
A pilot program was held in the spring of 1987 and was
found to be successful. A nationwide search has begun to
find funding for the DP program.
"We hope to attract funding from a variety of sources,"
Kopka said. "Our goal is to have the DP program
implemented at all major universities within the next five
years." The program is currently being implemented at the
University of Michigan, Michigan State University, and the
Ohio State University.
Recycling to continue during summer term
Recycling will continue throughout the summer in the
residences on campus.
There are bins for students to deposit their newspapers
and magazines and a recycling center located in the
Marine Towers.
Fred Holen, operations manager for the Water and
Waste Authority, said the bins are "a way of recycling," and
students are "a very, very educated" recycling family.
Students are concerned about finding new
methods and teaching approaches to satisfy student
interests for recycling materials.
"The bins are new," Holen said. "They are a great tool.
We're going to use them to our advantage.
We're looking for students to be involved in the
recycling program.'
Holen said there are "a lot of opportunities to
influence the system." He added that "it's a great opportunity
to be involved in the process," and students are "very
interested in recycling.
Recycling, Holen said, is "a way of life.
Students are looking at the environment in a new way.
The recycling program is "an important part of our life.
It's a way of recycling," Holen said. "It's a way of life.
Recycling, Holen said, is "a way of life."
MSU carillonist
Wayned Wessell, University carillonist, played the
Monument Tower carillon on Tuesday at a recital
presented by MSU Dept. of Music. The 47 bronze
bells in the tower are played by striking levers and
pedals which pluck the chalices in the bells. Wessell
also demonstrated a tour of the tower after the recital,
describing the sounding of each of 47 bells of bells are
plotted.
State News photo by Ken Ferguson.
CONSTRUCTION SITE STRUCK
Firebombing inquiry grows
A series of firebombing at the construction site of the all
black Student Union and the University Union has
resulted in a police investigation. The firebombing
began in February when the students were living along
and removing the material from the building.
For the second time in five months a bomb was
installed in the direction of the building with no damage.
Last week a part of a firebomb was
The firebombing occurred on the last day of winter term when the East
Lansing City Council gave permission to build in the area.
City residents protested the removal of trees and a number of incidents
between protesters and police resulted.
A new attachment to one of last year's firebombs
promised to get even with the city for tearing down
the firewood.
Police were working on the investigation along with the fire marshal
and fire fighters.
"They have a suspect in custody but there's no evidence
preliminary arrest was to be
The suspect arrested and
Local chief picked for Christain fete
Carol Vandegrift of 416 W. George St. in Lansing has
been named by Arch B. "Jim" Christians for the East
Lansing City Council. Vandegrift said that he has
promised to be on the slate of candidates for 1987.
"This is the real thing, Coke.

South Baptist Church
1524 S. Washington
Lansing
- 7:00 p.m.
"All Men Must Love!"

Lutheran Campus Ministries
for students and faculty
MARTIN LUTHER
614 N. Grand
Lansing
- 8:00 p.m.
"Weep No More!"

Loomis
416 Allen Road
Lansing
- 9:00 a.m.
Pastor David Kraus
9:30 a.m., Communion
5:30 p.m.
Dr. Howard F. Staglin, Pastor
5:30 p.m.

Fellowsihip and Small Group Ministries
For information call 332-4043 or 322-0169
"For the Love of God!""Weep No More!"

Friendly evenings and good taste in drinks are
table. That's the real thing, Coke.
Tenants overlook new laws

Staff told not to hint of indictments

(continued from page 1)

prominent house today, it was learned, had decided to order the papers. It was learned that not one of the papers included list of candidates for county council wardens. It was also learned that a number of people were considering running for the county council. It was also learned that the words "never" and "ever" were not mentioned.

In addition to the four mentioned, the Blue Star News was included, the original version of the paper had included.

Democrats open permanent office

The Ingham County Democratic party has opened a permanent office at 1601 E. Michigan Ave. in Lansing.

The Michigan Avenue office will be available to all Democratic office workers in their capacity as Democratic candidates, and in their capacity as Democrats. In fact, the office will be made available to any Democrat who wishes to use it.

"To either of the past we have worked hard for as much or as little as an election campaign, only to see the organization collapse during the "off" time, then have to begin building from scratch once again," said the director of the party. "But now, we have a permanent headquarters, and we can work continually towards building a stronger Democratic party."
PLAYGIRL HITS MARKET

Magazine evens up score

By JUDY RYPM
State News, Fash

For years there was a great void in the magazine industry - the lack of a "women's entertainment" magazine for women. But, with the advent of the new Playgirl magazine, the women of 1973 are finally seeing that void filled. Women were getting sick of reading articles on how to change a diaper or how to handle their in-laws. They were fed up with thumbing through issues of the popular Playboy magazine which was filled with pictures of nude women when all they wanted to do was enjoy the jokes, cartoons and articles the magazine had to offer. Playgirl is now publishing articles and cartoons that are just as good as those in Playboy, but now women can gaze at the male form in all its glory. Playgirl offers features, article basics, article forms, the top menu, eating T-shirts, liberal critiques, and much more. The magazine has a vast readership of women's interest, and it's doing well. Playgirl has now emerged as the most exciting child star in decades - the new magazine. The two can make a difference.
Group admits bombing of recruitment center

DETROIT (UPI) - A Detroit federal judge on Wednesday approved a $4 million settlement between the city and dozens of black residents who said they were injured in a summer 1973 airplane explosion at an Army recruitment center.

The settlement was reached today by United Press Associated and Michigan State Attorney General. The federal judge in the case, U.S. District Judge James Hackett, said the settlement was a fair one for all parties involved.

The $4 million settlement is the largest ever awarded to a group of black residents in the United States. It was reached after months of negotiations between the city and the residents, who said they were injured in the explosion.

The explosion occurred on July 19, 1973, at the Army recruitment center on the city's east side. The explosion killed 17 people and injured more than 100 others.

The settlement includes $3.5 million for medical expenses and $100,000 for pain and suffering.

The residents said they were injured by shrapnel and other flying debris from the explosion. They said they were promised a fair settlement by the city but were forced to accept a low offer.

The residents said they were also forced to accept a settlement that was much lower than the amount they had been promised.

The settlement was approved by the court after a hearing in which the residents and the city presented their arguments.

The residents said they were pleased with the settlement and would continue to fight for justice.

The city said it was happy with the settlement and would continue to work towards a fair solution for the residents.

The residents said they would continue to fight for justice and would not accept a settlement that was much lower than the amount they had been promised.
Easy riders
Participants at Bike Day in East Lansing Wednesday rode along a marked route through the city, and earned certificates for riding either 15 or 25 miles through the Glencairn neighborhood.

State News photo by Dave Schmier

Victor and the spoiled
Charles Grilko of Jackson answers the cheering crowd as he breaks the tape at the finish line of the 25-mile race part of Bike Day. In the background, left, Jeffrey Glasscock, also of Jackson, straights to get up after colliding with fellow Jacksonian Eric Nisja. Glasscock was unjured and managed to finish second. Nisja was taken to Sparrow Hospital with cuts, bruises and a possible concussion.
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Over 600 participate in annual city bike day

By C. L. MICHAELS
State News Staff Writer

Over 600 people attended East Lansing's annual community bike Day Tuesday, June 28, according to Race Director Thomas Glasscock.

East Lansing and Lansing residents, as well as others from the surrounding area, participated in the event.

Glasscock said the event involved a field of cash prizes and a race in downtown Lansing.

The annual bike Day was sponsored by the Freewheelers Club, an organization that organizes and promotes bike events in the Lansing area.

Several local sponsors contributed to the event, including Michigan Pizza, which provided the prizes.

The bike Day route traveled through downtown Lansing, allowing participants to experience various city sights.

At the finish line, a 100-meter race was held, with the first three finishers receiving trophies.

The event was enjoyed by participants of all ages, with children and adults alike taking part in the fun.

East Lansing residents were encouraged to participate in the bike Day, and many took advantage of the opportunity.

The East Lansing bike Day is an annual event that aims to promote cycling and encourage residents to enjoy the city's attractions on two wheels.

---

Leader of the pack

Charles Glazier, 29, of the Jackson Freewheelers Bicycle Club, led the pack as they crossed the finish line of the annual bike Day.

Glazier, who is the head of the club, said, "I definitely won't be changed. We're just having a good time." Glazier estimated that over 600 people participated in the event.

The bike Day was held in East Lansing on Wednesday, offering participants a chance to enjoy the city's sights and sounds while on two wheels.

The event was a huge success, with many people taking part in the various activities and enjoying the atmosphere.

---

Who is at the Stables this time?

Jonathan Round & Dean Rutledge

At the Stables, you'll find:

- Great Food
- Friendly Service
- Reasonable Prices

Visit us for your next event!

---

Little Caesars Pizza Treat

FREE DELIVERY

337-1631
1203 E. Gd. River

ROUND PIZZA
LARGE SQUARE PIZZA
SMALL SQUARE PIZZA

1 14" one item or more
75¢ OFF
50¢ OFF

1 14" one item or more
75¢ OFF
50¢ OFF

Good with this coupon July 6 thru 12
Good with this coupon July 6 thru 12
Council cautious about limiting police

by JIM BUSH

A resolution to limit local police salaries has been soundly defeated by East Lansing City Council, which voted to alter the resolution put forward by Mayor Stephen Hart for his comments.

The resolution, sponsored by Tuesday's meeting by Councillor George Griffiths, would reduce the police force of officers and other non-sworn personnel within the city.

Griffiths said that, while he was a proponent of the resolution, he was opposed by the Lansing city administration.

"The resolution is not meant to reduce the size of the police force, but to reduce the number of new positions that are added," he said.

Griffiths said that the resolution was supported by members of the city council and that it was important for the council to take a stand on the issue.

"We need to be proactive in this regard," he said.

The resolution was met with opposition from other members of the city council, who argued that it was not the role of the council to dictate the size of the police force.

"The police force is the responsibility of the city manager and the mayor, not the council," said Councilwoman Mary Johnson, who opposed the resolution.

The resolution was defeated by a vote of 6-1, with Mayor Hart being the only member of the council to vote in favor of the resolution.

"I believe that the police force is too large and that we need to reduce the number of new positions that are added," said Mayor Hart.

"I believe that the council should support the resolution," he said.